
WEEK 1
YOU’RE NOT AS STUCK AS YOU THINK YOU ARE.
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D A Y  1
HEAR // Have you ever heard something that bothered you so much 
it took everything in you to keep your mouth shut? We’ve all been 
there, and we’ve all wanted to open our mouths, speak our minds, 
and walk away with a “mic drop” moment. But at what cost? In those 
moments—when we’re tempted to speak our minds and put the other 
person in their place—God encourages us to speak the truth in love. 
When we hold our tongue we’re doing two important things: practicing 
self-control and valuing people above our opinions. The next time you 
have the chance to make your “mic drop” comment, ask yourself, “Am 
I about to speak the truth in love, or could this hurt our relationship?” 
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D A Y  2
LIVE // Peace. It’s a nice word, but it doesn’t seem to find the way into 
our busy lives much, does it? Have you ever felt “at peace?” If you 
have, chances are it was when all of the relationships you care about 
were going well, when conflict—the opposite of peace—was nowhere 
in sight. God encourages you to do all that you can to live in peace with 
others. The truth is, conflict can hold us back from experiencing peace. 
Is there relational conflict keeping you from peace? What step do you 
need to take today to begin bringing peace to that relationship? 

D A Y  3
PRAY // When was the last time someone encouraged you when you 
really needed it? Maybe it was after a bad grade or after a rough night at 
home with your family. Encouragement in those moments can be game 
changers. As much as we love being encouraged, sometimes we forget 
that we can be an encourager to the people around us. Who could use 
some encouragement today? Pray for that person and then send them a 
quick text just to let them know you were thinking about them.
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D A Y  4
TALK // No one wakes up in the morning and plans to be angry and 
bitter all day. But if there’s someone in our lives who’s wronged us—and 
we haven’t forgiven them—then that’s exactly what we’re doing. When 
we refuse to forgive, it’s usually because we’re still holding something 
against someone. And holding a grudge against someone is a recipe for 
anger and bitterness. The truth is, forgiveness isn’t just for the person 
who wronged you, it’s for you, too. Is there anyone you need to forgive? 
A text, phone call, or conversation with that person might be the most 
important thing you do all day. 

D A Y  5
LIVE // Is it possible that you could be stuck because someone else has 
something that you think you deserve? Maybe someone got the trophy, 
got the grade, or got the boyfriend or girlfriend that you think should 
have been yours. Take a minute to write down one or two relationships 
where you feel frustrated—frustrated because they have what you want. 
What would it feel like to let go of that frustration? Ask God to give you 
the strength and courage to let go of that jealousy and frustration today.



WEEK 2
THIS ISN’T AS FOREVER AS IT FEELS.
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D A Y  6
HEAR // What’s your favorite kind of music? Who’s your favorite artist? 
Everyone likes music, and everyone has a few tracks that they could 
listen to on repeat forever. There’s just something about the melody 
and the beat that catches our attention and keeps us listening. Music 
can also be a powerful way to connect with God. Is there a worship 
song you’ve heard recently that’s stuck with you? Look up that song on 
YouTube, Spotify, or iTunes. Turn it up. Sing along. And ask God to let 
the words sink in and change your heart. 
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D A Y  7
LIVE // When we intentionally notice all we have been given—instead 
of being distracted by what we don’t have—it can move us from 
feeling frustrated to feeling grateful. Try making a list of the things and 
relationships you have that matter to you. Maybe for you it’s a sports 
team, a job, a roof over your head, a friend, a great school, or a family 
member. No matter what’s on your list, what would happen if you started 
seeing all of those things as gifts from God? What if you saw even your 
own life as a good gift from your heavenly Father?

D A Y  8
PRAY // Sometimes we can get so stuck in a rut of emotions—in a funk 
or bad mood—that we start to think those emotions will last forever. It 
feels like we’re in a pit of despair and that there’s no way out. While it’s 
okay to feel down, God doesn’t want us to stay there. In fact, God wants 
to lift you up and set your feet on solid ground. Are you stuck in a funk, 
bad mood, or just feeling “blah?” Ask God to lift you out of the “pit” 
and refresh your mood, emotions, and heart.
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D A Y  9
TALK // When you were a kid, did you ever get scared when you were 
trying to fall asleep? Like maybe a shadow on the wall seemed huge—as 
if there were a monster in the room—and then you flipped on the lights 
and it ended up being something little like a teddy bear? Sometimes our 
emotions are like that. They feel big and overwhelming in the moment, 
but then we bring them to light by talking about them, and suddenly 
they’re not as big of a deal anymore. What emotions are weighing you 
down today? Ask God to help you move past those feelings, and then 
consider talking to a parent, friend, or Small Group Leader about what 
you’re going through. 

D A Y  1 0
PRAY // During really difficult and stressful days, sometimes just knowing 
that someone is there for you and has your back can help you make it 
through. When you have someone by your side who cares for you, life 
just doesn’t feel as overwhelming. God tells us that He is near to those 
who love Him, and that He rescues us when we’re in trouble. Take a 
moment and ask God to make His presence in your life known today, 
and then look for the ways He comes through for you. 



WEEK 3
ASK GOD TO CHANGE YOUR MIND IN THE MOMENT.
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D A Y  1 1
HEAR // Have you ever watched a movie and seen one of the main 
characters about to walk into danger? You want to yell at the screen, 
“Wait! Stop! There’s danger ahead!” This scenario doesn’t just play out 
on the big screen. Could it be that someone sees danger coming in your 
life and is trying to get your attention? Is there someone trying to speak 
into your life, but you just don’t what to hear it? Admitting we need 
guidance and help can be difficult, but it can keep us from walking into 
danger. Today, ask a trusted friend or Small Group Leader, “Do you see 
something I’m missing?”
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D A Y  1 2
LIVE // Oftentimes we want do big, important things with our lives. But 
whether it’s becoming a professional athlete, becoming a doctor, or 
starting a nonprofit, big opportunities usually have small beginnings. 
If you want to be a pro athlete, you have to be faithful in the small 
things, like practicing consistently and eating well. If you want to start 
a nonprofit, serving others today will prepare you to serve others well 
through your nonprofit later. What little things have you been trusted 
with? What do you need to be faithful with today?

D A Y  1 3
PRAY // We all have plans . . . plans for school, plans for who we want 
to date, plans for a future career. And our plans seem like great ideas 
today. After all, no one intentionally makes bad plans! Our plans can 
seem like great ideas at the time, but God always has our best in mind. 
Most often we are stuck because our plan failed to live up to the hype. 
Would you believe God has more for you? Have you asked God what 
His best is for you?
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D A Y  1 4
TALK // Secrets have a lot of power. Secrets weigh on our minds and 
make us feel stuck for days, weeks, months, and even years. But freedom 
comes when we’re brave enough to confess our secrets and process 
what we’ve been hiding. Is there anything you’ve been trying to keep 
hidden? Today can be the day you take away that secret’s power by 
confessing it to a trusted friend, parent, mentor, or Small Group Leader. 

D A Y  1 5
LIVE // Sometimes it’s easy to think we’re the only ones who feel “stuck.” 
But the truth is, everyone feels stuck at times—in relationships, in bad 
moods, and in destructive habits. While we may not know exactly what 
the people around us are facing, we can still be encouragers. We can 
build each other up with our words and actions, and remind our friends 
and family that we’re there for them—in the good times and in the bad, 
when life is going well and when life makes us feel stuck. Who can you 
encourage today?


